
             

Материалы 

для проведения промежуточной  аттестации 

по английскому зыку  

для 2 класса 

 

1. Хорошо ли ты знаешь грамматику? Прочитай пары предложений. Обведи букву рядом с 

правильным предложением. Задание (0) уже сделано в качестве примера.  

0. Is he a nice boy?  __A____                           Is she a nice boy?     B 

1. This is merry girl.     A                                   This is a merry girl.    B 

2 He is a smart boy. His name is Nick.   A          He is a smart boy. Her name is Nick.  B 

3 Are they friendly?        A                                 Is they friendly? 

4 She like painting.     A                                     She likes painting.    B  

5 There is a river in my village.    A                    There are a river in my village.    B 

6 I good at skating.      A                                      I am good at skating.           B 

 

 

2 Напиши английские слова в алфавитном порядке. 

              Apple    car    nice    forest    map    bicycle   eight    horse    tree     jump    lake    parrot     girl 

duck    river    island    wolf     violet    kind    orange    red     yellow    ship    unlucky    zoo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3 Умеешь ли ты красиво и правильно писать по-английски? Помоги Кате написать письмо 

в английский журнал "Клик". Допиши предложения, используя слова ниже. 

in Moscow                 a mother and a father                    is not big            cooking and reading 

kind and merry                 the piano very well             and smart 

at English                      with my English lessons 

Hi,  



My name is Kate. I live in Moscow. 

My family ____________________________________________________________ 

I have got _____________________________________________________________ 

My mother is ___________________________________________________________ 

She likes ______________________________________________________________ 

My father is friendly _____________________________________________________ 

I am not good  __________________________________________________________ 

And my father helps me ______________________________________________________ 

I like music and can play ___________________________________________________ 

All the best, 

Kate 

 

 

4 Хорошо ли ты знаешь этих сказочных героев? Соедини имена в первой колонке (1-7) с 

подходящими именами во второй колонке (b -  h). Задание 1 выполнено в качестве при 
мера. 

0 Peter Pan and                                  a) the lost boys 

1 Wendy and                                       b) pirate Smee 

2 Tom and                                            c) Snoopy 

3 Doctor Dolittle and                            d) her brothers, Michael and John 

4 Snow White and                                e) the Christmas Elves 

5 Charlie Brown and                             f) Jerry 

6 Santa Claus and                                 g) Polynesia the parrot 

7 Captain Hook and                              h) the Seven Dwarfs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

    

Материалы 

для проведения промежуточной  аттестации 

по английскому зыку  

для 3 класса 

1 Прочитайте рассказ Молли о том, как она и её друзья встречали сверстников из-за границы в 
летнем лагере. Подчеркни подходящее слово в скобках. Задание (0) уже сделано в качестве 

примера.  

Last month we (0) (invite/invited) our friends to the summer camp. We (1) (decorate/decorated) the 

houses with toys. My friends (2) (liked/cleaned) our room and I helped (3) (her/them). Sam and Liz (4) 

(sweep/swept) the paths in the garden. Philip (5) (washed/cooked) food for the picnic. I helped (6) 

(him/them) to make a cake. Kevin and Pete (7) (bought/buy) cookies and (8) (made/set) the tables. We 
had a great picnic! The music was good and we (9) (cooked/danced) and sang a lot. Our friends (10) 

(were/are) happy.  

О чём можно спросить Молли, чтобы больше узнать о приезде друзей в летний лагерь. Задайте 

вопросы, используя предложенные слова. Задание (0) уже сделано в качестве примера.  

0 buy / for your new friends? /  Did /  gifts / you 

Did  you buy gifts for your friends?  

1 you / What cakes / make? /  did _______________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________________ 

2 the furniture? / Did / dust / you _________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

3 like / your new friends / Did / the picnic?  _________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

4 you / for the cake?/ apples / Did / gather _________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________________ 

5 did / Where  / for the picnic? / food / buy / you _____________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

6 you / play? / did / What games   ________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

7 you / did / sing ? / What songs __________________________________________________________ 

2 Карен рассказывает о себе и своей подруге. Выбери подходящее слово в скобках и подчеркни 

его. Задание (0) уже сделано в качестве примера.  

0  My name (is /am) Karen Brown.  

1 I (is /am) 7. 



2 I'm (from / to) a big city in Connecticut, the USA. 

3 My grandparents (live /lives) on a farm in Nebraska. 

4 On the farm (there are / there is) many animals: cows, pigs and hens. 

5 I (can / like) ride a tractor there.  

6 I (have got / has got) a friend. Her name is Tia. 

7 She (doesn't / don't) watch TV. 

She (likes / like) riding a bicycle. 

3 Распредели слова  из рамки по данным группам. Первое слово написано в качестве примера. 

 

blond hair,  celebrate a holiday, decorate a New Year tree, dust the furniture, foggy, frosty, gather apples,  

 
a hamster, have a party, a pretty head, look after the pets, a mountain, my father's sweater, a nose,  

 

rainy,   a red blouse, a region, a town, walk the dog, a warm coat, wash the dishes 

    

 

1. Одежда:   My father's sweater 

2. Моя страна: 

 

3. Дом и сад: 

 

4. Праздники: 

 

5. Внешность:  

 

6. Погода : 

 

7. Питомцы: 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
            



Материалы 

для проведения промежуточной  аттестации 

по английскому зыку  

для 4 класса 

 

 

1 Выберите правильный вариант ответа. Задание (0) уже сделано в качестве примера. 

Mr. and Mrs. Mills (0) have redecorated their house. They  have (1) _________ the floor in their kitchen. 

They have bought a new (2) __________  for their living room. They (3) ___________ the wardrobe in 

Ashley's room. Mrs. Mills (4) ___________  going to buy a new (5) _____________  for her bedroom. 

And she (6) ______ to buy a new cupboard for Andy's (7) ___________ .  

0  a) have                                                       b) has                                       c) are 

1 a) repaint                                                     b) repainting                             c) repainted 

2 a) bed                                                          b) sofa                                       c) fridge 

3 a) is changing                                              b) have changed                       c) has changed 

4 a) is                                                               b) are                                       c) am 

5 a) chairs                                                        b) cooker                                 c) carpet 

6 a) is going                                                     b) are going                            c) have gone 

7 a) bedroom                                                   b) kitchen                                 c) living room 

 

2 Запишите порядковые числительные словами. 

1) It is the 2nd _________________________ of May. 

2) It is the 8th _____________________________of March. 

3) It is the 1st ___________________________of January. 

4) It is the 3rd ___________________________ of June.  

5) It is the 5th ____________________________ of September. 

 

 

3 Лиза решила записать в  свой календарь дни рождения своих любимых писателей. Помоги ей 

кратко записать эти даты. Задание (0) уже сделано в качестве примера. 

A.A. Milne's birthday: It is on the eighteenth of January. (0) January, 18th. 

H.K. Andersen's birthday: It is on the second of April. (1)  _____________________________ 

L.F. Baum's birthday: It is on the fifteenth of May. (2) ________________________________ 



 A. Conan Doyle's birthday: It is on the twenty-second of May. (3) ___________________________ 

B. Potter's birthday: It is on the twenty-eighth of July. (4)  ___________________________________ 

J.K. Rowling's birthday: It is on the thirty-first of July. (5) ___________________________________ 

P. Traven's birthday: It is on the ninth of August. (6) _________________________________________ 

R. Dahl's birthday: It is on the thirteenth of September. (7) ____________________________________   

  

4 Распредели следующие слова по колонкам. Одно слово лишнее!  

Слова: room, round, chair, kitchen, museum,  table, wardrobe, park,  hall, bookcase, big, sofa, living 

room, bed, zoo, cupboard, interesting, hospital,  bedroom, swimming pool,  clean, small, window, shelf,  

bathroom, dirty, desk, cinema, tall, library. 

Предмет мебели Помещение Город Прилагательное 

chair 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

living room museum round 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 



Материалы 

для проведения промежуточной  аттестации 

по английскому зыку  

для 5 класса 

 

 

1 Чтение.  Read the text. Mark the sentences T (true) or F (false) 

My friend is twelve. He lives not far from my house in a new building with seventeen floors. We usually 
play together in the garden. Pete likes to play football. He plays it very well. I don't play football well, so 

Pete sometimes teaches me how to do it. There are two football teams in our garden - one lives in my 

house and the other  lives in Pete's house. But Pete and I play in the same team because we are very good 
friends. Our team usually wins games, but the other team can be the winner too. It is interesting to play 

with them because there are a lot of good players there.  

1 We usually play football in the garden.                                   2 Pete lives in a new house.  

3 There are three teams in the garden.                                        4 Pete can play football very well.  

5 I can't play football.                                                                 6 The other team is good. 

7 The other team sometimes wins games.                                  8 I teach Pete to play football.  

9 The teams live in different houses.                                          10 Pete and I play in different teams. 

 

2  Грамматика.  Choose the correct answer  (a, b, c or d) . 

1  You _____________ nine years old.  

a) am                          b) is                           c) are                               d) will 

2 Ann _________________ two brothers.  

a) is                             b) have                       c) has                             d) are 

3 _____________  you got a pen?  

a) Are                         b) Have                        c) Has                           d) Is 

4 It _____________ cold yesterday.  

a) is                              b) was                        c) were                          d) will be 

5 Jane _________________  a birthday party last  Sunday. 

a) had                            b) will have                  c) was                      d) has 

6 She _____________________  chocolate. 

a) likes not                    b) not like                     c) don't like              d) doesn't like 

7 Mary _______________  a lot last year. 

a) travelled                     b) travels                     c) travelling               d)  did travel 

8 Where  ___________________  this kitten?  



a) did you find              b) you did find               c) found you             d) did you found 

9 My friend and I  ________________ to read English books. 

a) like                              b) likes                         c) doesn't   like          d) didn't liked 

10 Harry _______________________ TV every day. 

a) is watching                 b) watch                        c) watches                 d) are watching 

11  Mr. Scott _______________________ German to Ann at the moment. 

a) speaks                         b) is speaking                 c) are speaking          d) speak 

12 They _________________________ a real tiger in the zoo. 

a) have saw                   b) has seen                         c) has saw                 d) have seen 

 

3 Что вы знаете о стране изучаемого языка? Тест по страноведению.  Choose the correct 

answer (a, b or c).  

1  What is the official name of the country whose language you study?  

a) Great Britain                 b) England         c) The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland 

2 How many countries are there in the   UK? 

a) four                                 b) three              c) two 

3 What is the capital of Scotland? 

a) Manchester                    b) Edinburgh                c) Cardiff 

4 What is the capital of Wales? 

a) London                         b)  Cardiff                           c) Liverpool 

5 What is the capital of Northern Ireland? 

a) Cardiff                          b) Dublin                              c) Belfast 

6 What is the emblem of  England? 

a) a shamrock                     b) a reed rose                       c) a leek 

7 What is the emblem of Scotland? 

a) a daffodil                         b) a dragon                           c) a thistle         

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
            



Материалы 

для проведения промежуточной  аттестации 

по английскому языку  

для 6 класса 

 
1 Чтение. Read the text. Mar the sentences T (true) or F (false).  

Dear Carol,  

We are having a fantastic holiday. Oakwood is a little village in the south of England with a park, castle 

and some lovely gardens. People here are really friendly. The lady we are staying with is about fifty-five 

but she is very energetic. She is really nice. I think we are lucky. This is our second holiday this year and 

we are doing just what we want to do: sleeping, eating and playing games. The sea is rather cold so we 
don't swim often but we spend a lot of time on the beach. The food is lovely, too. We will be back on 

Tuesday, June 21. Yours, Mary. 

1 Mary is in Oakwood now. 

2 Carol is on holiday. 

3 Oakwood is not very big. 

4 They aren't stay at a hotel. 

5 They don't play games. 

6 Oakwood is near the sea. 

7 They swim a lot. 

8 Mary doesn't know when they return. 

9 There is a park in Oakwood. 

10 They are happy with their holidays. 

2 Грамматика. Do you know English tenses well? (Use Past Simple, Past Progressive, Present 

Simple, Present Progressive or Present Perfect). Choose the correct answer (a, b, c, d). 

1 They ________________ the TV when I came in. 

a) watched                          b) were watching                    c) have watched            d) watch 

2 What ____________________ last Sunday?  

a) were they buying              b) they bought                       c) did they buy              d) they were buying 

3 What ___________________________  when your mother came back home?  

a) were you doing                 b) you did                               c) you were doing         d) did you 

4 I usually ______________ to work, but today I __________ because my car is broken. 

a) drive, am walking               b) am driving, walk           c) drive, walk          d) am driving, am walking 

5 Yes, we ___________ to the cinema, but not very often. 

a) go                                            b) goes                           c) are going            d) don't go 



6 At the moment ______________________ over the capital of our country. 

a) is flying                                 b) are flying                      c) flies                    d) fly 

7 Mary ________________ to a dance last Friday. 

a) went                                     b) was going                       c) has gone                d) have gone 

8  We _________________  our homework yet. 

a) didn't finish                         b) haven't finish                   c) finished                  d) hasn't finish 

 

3 Fill in the gaps with the correct verb form. 

1 If it ______________________  (be) sunny tomorrow, I ____________________ (go) to the park. 

2 If I ______________________   (go) to London, I ____________________ (see) the Thames. 

3 My parents and I _________________ (stay) at home if there _________ (be) a storm on Sunday. 

4 If it __________________ (be) foggy, my brother _______________________(not drive) the car. 

5 My family __________________ (stay) in the countryside if it _________ (be) hot in town. 

 

4 For questions (1-7) choose the correct variant. (a, b or c). 

1 I'd like to buy a loaf of _______________ 

a) cheese                        b) bread                     c) butter 

2 How much is this ________________ of coffee?  

a) bar                               b) carton                    c) jar 

3 I'm going to the __________________ to buy some milk. 

a) baker's                          b)  carton                 c) dairy 

4 Ask a ___________________ how much this box of chocolate costs. 

a) salesperson                   b) customer              c) grocer 

5 At the greengrocer's you can buy ______________   

  a) green tea                      b) apples                    c) tin of dog food       

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 



 

Материалы 

для проведения промежуточной  аттестации 

по английскому языку 

для 7 класса 

                                                                             

1 Чтение. Read the text and do the tasks that follow. 

Every day we hear our planet is in danger. A lot of people are trying to do something to protect the 

environment, but the situation is getting worse every moment. Take the water for example. It (1) is really 

important for everything alive on the Earth. But there is little water that is drinkable (2) and good to use 
for cooking. A lot of rivers and lakes are so polluted that even fish cannot live there. Beaches that were 

clean fifty years ago are very dirty now so people can't have their holidays where they liked to stay (4). 

Lake Baikal which was famous for its clean waters and natural beauty is in great danger because of the 
factories near it (3). In some places the water in the lakes is so dirty that it kills everything in and around 

(5). If the pollution is not stopped, the lake will be lost.  

1 Choose the best title for the text.                                      5 " drinkable" (point 2) means  

a) The Earth is in danger.                                                     a) good to drink 

b) Lake Baikal                                                                       b) easy to drink 

c) Water pollution.                                                                 c) bad to drink 

d) The beaches.                                                                       d) difficult to drink 

2 According to the text water                                               6 "it" (point 3) stands for  

a) is important for life                                                           a) factory 

b) is always good to drink                                                     b) danger 

c) is used by factories                                                            c) natural beauty 

d) is dirty everywhere                                                            d) lake Baikal 

3 According to the text lake Baikal                                      7 "stay" (point 4) means  

a) is the most beautiful in Russia                                          a) live 

b) is dirty everywhere                                                           b) sit 

c)  can be lost                                                                         c) have holidays 

d) is best for fish                                                                    d) work 

4 "it" (point 1) stands for                                                       8 "around" (point 5) is  

a) example                                                                              a) a preposition 

b) water                                                                                   b) a noun 

c) pollution                                                                               c) a verb 

d) moment                                                                                d) an adverb 

II.  Лексика.  A lot of people like visiting national parks. Use the words given in capitals to form new 

words and complete the sentences.  



1.  90 million ____________________ come to national parks every year.                        VISIT  

2 If you visit the Everglades, you can see a lot of alligators. 

Be _____________________ , they are very ________________   .                     CARE/DANGER 

3 ______________________  come to see water birds, bobcats,   bears and alligators.         TOUR 

4 It is one of the most __________________________  and                            BEAUTY 

____________________________ places in the country.                                ATTRACT  

5 The first aim of national parks is the ____________________ of the   countryside.       PROTECT 

6 Are you eco- __________________ ? Our pupils walk  or                            FRIEND 

cycle to school. I think that this helps to reduce air _________________.          POLLUTE 

 

III. Грамматика.  Do you know English tenses well? Choose the correct answer (a, b, c, d). 

1 Mum is in the kitchen. She _______________________ a cake. 

a) makes                         b) make                               c) is making                d) making 

2 Yes, we _________________  to the cinema, but not very often. 

a) go                               b) goes                                   c) are going               d) don't go 

3 At the moment we _______________ over the capital of our country. 

a) is flying                      b) are flying                           c) flies                       d) fly 

4 We _________________ in Europe last year. 

a) have travelled           b) travelled                          c) travel                         d) has travelled 

5 Jane _______________________ three times since morning. 

a) telephone                   b) have telephoned              c) telephoned            d) has telephoned 

6 How often _______________________ your friends from England? 

a) are you meeting           b) you met                            c) you are meeting        d) do you meet 

7 Janet _____________________ to France when she was a child. 

a) wasn't gone                 b) haven't gone                   c) hasn't gone                  d) didn't go 

8 After school we usually _______________ football at our school stadium. 

a) are playing                  b) play                               c) plays                              d) have played 

 

                             

 

 
 

 

 
   



Материалы 

для проведения промежуточной  аттестации 

по английскому языку  

для 8 класса 

 

                                                                            

 

 

1  Чтение. Read the text and do the tasks that follow. 

English people like gardening. They talk about it in their offices, factories, shops and at home. In the 

evenings or on weekends everyone works in their gardens. They (1) can be large or small. You will see an 

Englishman working in his garden in any weather. They grow different flowers, vegetables and fruit 

there. But even if an Englishman lives in a flat in a big city he grows something in a window box outside 
(5) his kitchen. It seems that they can't live without a garden. If you want to please (3) them, be very 

polite about it. Make some compliments and perhaps the Englishman will show you his garden and tell 

you everything about it. And you should listen carefully and say something to prove (4) that you like the 
garden and think (2) it is the best one in the world.  

1 Choose the best title for the text: 

a) Compliments        b) English character   c) Gardening in England      d) Living in a flat 

2 According to the text the English 

a) hate to talk about their gardens   b) are proud of their gardens   c) never grow vegetables 

d) don't show their gardens to anyone 

3 According to the text the gardens  

a) can be found in every house     b) are kept in secret     c) are usually small    

 d) are something the English dislike 

4 "they" (point 1) stands for  

a) offices        b) English people      c) shops          d) gardens 

5 "it" (point 2) stands for  

a) something         b) garden         c) everything      d) compliment 

6 "please" (point 3) means  

a) do something nice     b) do something polite       c) do something bad     d) do something awful 

7 "prove" (point 4) means  

a) make loose            b) make sorry            c) make sure    d) make happy 

8 "outside" (point 5) is  

a) an adverb            b) a noun         c) a preposition          d) an adjective  

2 Лексика. Odd out the word that doesn't belong to the group. 



1. a) ocean                 b) sea                   c) swimming-pool                 d) river 

2. a) discover             b) build                c) clan                                    d) sell 

3. a) daffodil             b) poppy               c) pleasant                             d) blossom 

4. a) destroy              b) kill                     c) separate                            d) create 

5. a) radio                  b) piano                 c) football                             d) chess 

3. Грамматика.  Match the two parts of the conditional sentences. There is an odd part in the right 

column. 

1) If it rained....                                                      a) what would you see there? 

2) If the weather were fine....                                b) I would be punished. 

3) If you were in London.....                                  c) I would take my umbrella with me. 

4) If you had been to Australia,....                          d) what would you have done there/ 

5) If I learnt the poem,....                                       e) I would be ready for lesson. 

                                                                                 f) we could go to the country. 

4. Complete the sentences with correct form of the verb in brackets (Past Simple or would). 

1. If I (to be) you, I (go) to the cinema. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

2. If I (to miss) a bus, I (to be) late for school. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

3. If Helen (to invite) me, I (to go) to her party. 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

4. If I (to win) the competitions, I (to tell) you at once. 

____________________________________________________________________________________ 

5. If I (to have) enough money, I (to buy) a new telephone. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

                              

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 



Материалы 

для проведения промежуточной  аттестации 

по второму иностранному (немецкому) языку  

для 8 класса 

 

                                                                   

 

 

1.  Найдите слово, которое выпадает из логического ряда. 

1.  Montag, Freitag, Jahreszeit, Donnerstag, Mittwoch 

2.  singen, fahren, laufen, gehen, fliegen 

3.  in die Schule, ins Theater, in die Bibliothek in den Wald, ins Kino 

4.  März, Januar, Woche, September, August 

5.  können, mögen, malen, müssen, dürfen 

6. Hans, Gabi, Tina, Ute, Susi 

7. bin, sind, ist, soll, seid 

8. Vater, Bruder, Tante, Onkel, Opa 

9. Köln, Steffi, Bonn, Berlin, Leipzig 

10. Hund, Katze, Garten, Kaninchen, Pferd 

 

2. Переведите следующие предложения: 

1. Это я. Меня зовут Йорг Шмидт.  2. Как тебя зовут? 3. Мы живем в Берлине. 4. Мы катаемся на 

велосипеде. 5. Я люблю слушать рассказы о прошлом. 6. У нас есть собака. 7.У нас есть большой 

сад с ягодами, вишней и яблоками. 8. Моя мама - домохозяйка. 9. Мы там вместе играем в футбол. 

10. Это отлично! 

 

 

 

3. Выберите правильный ответ. 

1. Ute schenkt Mutti und Vati zu Weihnachten .......... Kalender. 

a) einen     b) eine        c) ein           d) einer 

2. Micha bastelt etwas ......... Holz.  



a) in       b) für      c) von      d) aus 

3. Andreas will das Rad ..... 

a) malen     b) bemalen     c) zeichnen      d) kaufen 

4. Sonja malt ein Bild mit .... 

a) Bleistift    b) Kuli      c) Schere      d) Radiergummi 

5. Sonjas Mutter sagt immer, Sonja ..... ganz gut malen. 

a) muss    b) soll      c) mag     d) kann 

6. Da steht doch ein Glas ....... dem Tisch! 

a) in      b) an      c) auf     d) von 

7. Peter möchte mit Jens Schi....... 

a) laufen       b) bauen       c) tanzen      d) gehen 

8. Steffi kann schon ..... kochen 

a) Kartoffeln     b) Bananen      c) Äpfel       d) Pflaumen 

9) Die Schwester von Jens putzt ...... 

a) Schi        b) Schuhe          c) Geschenke      d) Schlittschuh 

10) Jens muss heute das Frühstück ..... 

a) einkaufen     b)  zubereiten     c) putzen      d) aufräumen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

     



Материалы 

для проведения промежуточной  аттестации 

по английскому языку  

для 9 класса 

                                                                            

 

1. Read the text and do the tasks that follow.  

Christmas in England is the biggest celebration of the year. Quite unlike the New Year's Day 

which is usually dedicated to big and noisy  parties. Christmas is a home and family holiday. I 

Western Europe people usually have special Christmas holidays which last for about ten days. 

These are used to get ready properly.  

Christmas time is the busiest for housewives. Most shops have season sales so they get a 

wonderful chance to buy lots of useful things and presents much cheaper. You just have to know 

what you want to buy and where you have to go. There are special services delivering Christmas 

trees in special pots. These firms take care of the environment and prevent wild trees from being 

cut down.  

Small children believe that on Christmas night Santa Claus travels from chimney to chimney on 

his deer and brings presents to everyone. That is why to get a present you have to put up a sock 

next to the fireplace. Of course, in modern houses most flats are equipped with central heating 

and have no fireplaces that is why children usually put their gift socks next to their beds. This is 

quite comfortable because you can see what Santa has brought to you as soon as you wake up.  

 

Choose the best sentence ending (a, b, c or d) which is true (T) to the text. 

1 Christmas time is the busiest for housewives because 

a) they have to work and do the housework.     b) they have no time to get ready for the 

celebration. 

c) they have to buy presents and things in sales.      d) their families eat more on these days. 

2 The difference between New Year's day and Christmas is that  

a) no one get presents on New Year's day in England. 

  b) New Year's day is a public holiday while Christmas is a family one.  

 c)You don't have to buy a Christmas tree for New Year's day. 

 d) people don't have holiday on New Year's day.  

3 According to the legends Santa Claus  

a) gets into a house through the chimney.  b) never brings presents to those who live in modern 

flats. 

c) brings gift socks with him.   d) wakes children up to ask how they behaved.  

4 Christmas sales  



a) are held every three months      b) are a way to protect the environment. 

c) can't be organized to sell Christmas trees.  d) are a wonderful opportunity to buy tings cheaper. 

 

2  For questions 1-9, choose the best answer (a, b or c) to fill in the gaps in the text.  

 

- As for (0) b  speakers, Chinese is recognised as the world's largest language. The next four (1) 

______  languages are English, Spanish, Hindi and Arabic. In the future, German will (2) 

_________  , and the influence of Chinese and Arabic will grow (3) _______.  

- Less and less people are learning (4) ___________ languages in the UK and in the USA, 

because they believe that everybody speaks or will speak English, which is one of the most (5) 

________ languages.  

- Though English is spoken in many different ways in different parts of the world, Standard 

English (6) ______ the language for international (7) _____.  

- Every language (8) _________ new words from other languages. Without new words 

languages can't grow and change. That's why old, small languages are (9) _______ out now.   

0. a) foreign                b) native                   c) overseas 

1.a) major                   b) official                 c) spoken 

2. a) become              b) die                          c) expand 

3 a) wide                     b) enormously           c) highly 

4. a) foreign                b) international           c) official      

5. a) widespread          b) major                     c) global 

6. a) remains                b) ranks                      c) belongs 

7. a) recognition           b) communication     c) reputation 

8. a) expands                 b) explores                c) borrows 

9. a) dying                    b) changing                 c) expanding 

 

3. Choose the correct ending (a, b or c) to complete the sentences. 

1. I'll go to study  English in London next year if... 

a) I pass the exam successfully  b) I will pass the exam successfully c) I would pass the exam 

successfully 

2. If I had a chance to go abroad to study, 



a) I'll choose a London language school. b) I would choose a London language school. c) I 

choose a London language school. 

3. If he  hadn't done well at the exam, 

a) he didn't get a certificate. b) he wouldn't get a certificate. c) he wouldn't have got a certificate. 

4. If I were you, 

a) I would study American English b) I'll study American English  c) I study American English 

5. I would have understood what they were talking about 

a) if I knew English better  b) if I had known English better  c) if I know English better 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
            



Материалы 

для проведения промежуточной  аттестации 

по второму иностранному (немецкому) языку  

для 9 класса 

 

 

 

 

1. Что вы знаете о Германии? 

1. Die Hauptstadt Deutschlands ist... 

a)  Köln            b) Bonn  c)  Berlin 

2. Wie viel  Millionen Einwohner leben in Deutschland?  

a) 81                    b) 90                    c) 82 

3.  In Berlin wohnen ........... Millionen Menschen 

a) 3                   b) 3,5             c) 4 

4. Wo liegt Berlin? 

a) an der Spree               b) am Rhein           c) an der Elbe 

5. Wie viel      Universitäten   hat Berlin?  

a) 2                   b) 3      c) 5  

6. Im   Köln  ist ...... 

a) die Frauenkirche             b) Kölner Dom   c) der Zwinger 

7.  Das Brandenburger Tor, das Denkmal in Treptow sind in... 

a) Berlin              b) Köln    c) München   

8. Wo ist die Frauenkirche?  

a) in Berlin                    b) in Dresden                      c) in Bonn 

9. Eine große Autofabrik ist in .... 

a) Stuttgart                      b) Bremen                   c )    Köln   

10. Welche Stadt ist der Stadt des Geldes? 

a) Frankfurt                   b) Berlin                   c) Stuttgart 

11. Wo gibt es Buchmesse? 

a) Hamburg                    b) Leipzig                 c) Bonn 

12.  Wo liegt die Stadt Bremen? 

a) an der Weser              b) am Rhein                  c) an der Elbe 



13. Wo liegen Köln und Bonn? 

a) an der Spree                  b) an der Elbe                   c) am Rhein 

14.  Wo liegen Dresden und Hamburg?  

a) an der Elbe                   b) am Rhein                 c) an der Weser 

15. An welcher Straße ist die Humboldt-Universität? 

a)    Straße des 17. Juni              b) Leipziger Straße  c) Unter den Linden 

 

2.  Найдите слово, которое выпадает из логического ряда. 

1.  Montag, Freitag, Jahreszeit, Donnerstag 

2.  lernen, fahren, laufen, gehen 

3.  in die Schule, ins Zimmer, in die Bibliothek in den Wald 

4.  April, Sommer, Dezember, Oktober 

5.  Rhein, Potsdam, Weser, Elbe 

 

3. Напишите следующие числительные цифрами  

1) fünfhundertvierundzwanzig 

2) siebenhundertdreiundsechzig 

3) dreihundertsechsundneunzig 

4) einhundertfünfzehn 

5) sechshundertzweiunddreißig 

 

4. Переведите следующие предложения на немецкий язык 

1. Германия находится в центре Европы. 1. Столица - Берлин. 2. Франкфурт - это город денег, там 

много банков.   3. В Гамбурге есть порт.  4. В Мюнхене много театров и замков. 5. Лейпциг 
известен своей музыкой. Там есть книжная ярмарка. 6. В Штутгарте большой автомобильный 

завод.  

 

  
 

 

 
 

 

 

  
           



Материалы 

для проведения промежуточной  аттестации 

по английскому языку  

для 10 класса 

                                                                          

 

Установите соответствие рубрик 1-6 текстам А-Е. Занесите свои ответы в таблицу. 

Используйте каждую цифру только один раз. В задании одна рубрика лишняя.  

1. Education centre                                    4. Sightseeing 

2. Meals                                                     5. Sports 

3. Travelling                                               6. Job 

A.    The Kunstkamera was the first museum in Russia. Established by Peter the Great, it was completed 

in 1727. Today the Kunstkamera Building hosts the Great Museum of Anthropology and Ethnography, 

with a collection of almost 2,000,000 items. It is located on the Universitetskaya Embankment in Saint 

Petersburg. 

B.     Learning a second language opens a lot of career opportunities. Mastering two or more languages 

can improve your employment prospects. Many companies are doing business in several countries around 
the world, and they can't do it without hiring people who are able to speak at least one foreign language.  

C.    Following the death of Alexander the Great in 323 B.C. ,his former general Ptolemy I took control of 
Egypt and established a centre of learning in the city of Alexandria. Later he opened the Library of 

Alexandria, which  eventually became the intellectual jewel of the ancient world. 

D.    Olivier salad is a traditional dish in Russian cuisine, which is also popular in many European 
countries. In different modern recipes, it is usually made with boiled potatoes, carrots, green peas, eggs 

and boiled chicken. The simplest salad dressings are mixture of olive oil and vinegar. 

E.   Soccer is the most popular game in the world. The game's popularity has a good deal to do with its 

simplicity. All people need to play it is a ball and open space. As a result, soccer is a common recreational 

activity for people of all ages. At its highest level, soccer is a game of almost unsurpassed beauty, defined 
by footwork and intricate movement across the pitch. 

  

A 

 

B 

 

C 

 

D 

 

E 

 

 

    

 

 

 

 

Лексика и грамматика  7-18  

Прочитайте приведённый ниже текст. Преобразуйте, если необходимо слова, напечатанные 
заглавными буквами в конце строк, обозначенных номерами 7-12, так, чтобы они грамматически 

соответствовали содержанию текста. Заполните пропуски словами. Каждый пропуск 

соответствует отдельному заданию из группы 7-12.  

A wise father 



7        John was a very smart boy. Once, on _____________ return                                 HE 

from school,  

8      he explained to the parents that two ______________ equal to three.                        BE 

9       Pointing to a roasted chicken on the table, he _________________,                     SAY 

"Is not that one?" Then, looking to another, the boy added  

"Is not that two?  And do not they make three?" 

10       The father ________________ believe his ears                                              NOT CAN 

11         when he ____________________ it and answered, "Wife, you take           HEAR 

one, and I'll take the other, 

12           and our son can have the _______________ for dinner."                            THREE 

 

 

Прочитайте текст и заполните пропуски 13-18 словами, напечатанными в правой колонке под 
цифрами 1-8. Каждое из этих слов может быть использовано только один раз. В ответе 

укажите цифры, под которыми значатся выбранные Вами слова. Два слова в этом списке 1-8 

лишние. 

 

Peter I 

 
Peter the Great 13 _______ the Tsardom  of Russia and later the 

Russian Empire from 7 May 1682 until his death, jointly ruling 

before 1696 with his elder half-brother Ivan. 14 ________ a number 
of successful wars he expanded the Tsardom into a much larger 

empire that became a 15 __________ European power. He led a 16 

__________ revolution that replaced some of the traditionalist and 

medieval social and political systems with ones that were modern 
and scientific. Peter's reforms made a lasting impact on Russia, and 

many institutions of Russian government trace their origins to this 17 

_________. Peter implemented state reforms aimed at modernising 
Russia. Heavily influenced by his advisors from Western Europe, 

Peter reorganised the Russian army and dreamed of making Russia a 

maritime 18 __________. 

 

 

 
1. through 

2. period 

3. major 
4. of 

5. power 

6. ruled 

7. took 
8. cultural 

 

 

 

 


